This grid of letters conceals words lying in different directions: forward, backward, up, down, or diagonally, but always in a straight line. The words to find and circle are listed below the grid - cross them off once you’ve circled them. Many words overlap. When you’ve crossed off all the words in the list below, there will be letters that haven’t yet been circled. Gather those letters - from the top, left to right, and they will spell out the ‘Last Word’ answer for this puzzle.

Literary Terms

AFFECTIVE  ANA  APRON  ARGOT  BATHOS  CENTO
CHOREE  CHORIAMBUS  CLIO  EDDA  ENTHYMEME  EPODE
EPONYM  ERATO  EXISTENTIALISM  EYE RHYME  FOLKLORE  EPONYM
HARPIES  HORATIAN ODE  IPSE DIXIT  KABUKI  LEICH  MIME
MUSE  OCTET  OXYTONE  PAEAN  PLAY  POSY
PROEM  PSALM  PYRRHIC  QASIDA  QUATRAIN  QUIBBLE
QV  RECTO  RHYME ROYAL  RUNE  SPLIT INFINITIVE  SYZYGY
TANKA  TAUTOLOGY  RMESIS  UBI SUNT  VEDA  VIZ
WIT  ZEUGMA